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Contracting & and hiring standards



Public Policy goals outlined by the 
Green Jobs/ Green NY Act of 2009
 The purposes outlined by the legislation are as 

follows:
 Promote energy efficiency
 Reduce green house gas emissions
 Support sustainable community development
 Create job opportunities for new entrants into the 

workforce, long term unemployed and displaced 
workers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not going to read them all, but want to focus on the last two briefly because they are part of a lens of how groups like the one I work at view community developmentWhat is a sustainable community What is a green jobWe are deeply invested in the implementation of GJGNY precisely because of the mandate and the commitment the legislature made to writing these goals into law



A snapshot of 
“energy efficiency redlining”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, the reason why it was necessary to write out public policy goals is in part because they haven’t been the natural results of other programatic efforts to this point.If we look at the places where home performance work has traditionally happened based on an simple analysis of where the access to capital and owner occupancy is, under the current EE programs this is where we end up: in the suburban towns and villages. I would love to see some hard numbers from NYSERDA about the validity of this early assertion  along with some numbers on the amount of MWEBEs affiliated with NYSERDA but, I suspect the data would confirm what I suspect. This snapshot lends itself to why GJGNY is structured in the way that it is and  crates a frame for the necessity of an institutional mechanism to facilitate realizing the transformative potential of the EE sector.In, short, what we have and what we’ll continue to get is an industry delivering services in middle class suburban communities at the expense of  their neighbors, with those services primarily delivered by a ostensibly closed group of white male contractors.  This is not part of some “blame game”.  It is just simple statement of observation, sort of like a fossil record.  But given this pattern, doing nothing about it creates culpability for this advisory council and NYSERDA



Energy efficiency redlining (cont’d)



Delivering on policy goals and other 
community benefits is key to 
generating demand
 In awarding outreach contracts NYSERDA is 

directed to:
 Target communities with high energy burdens in 

relation to median income or nonattainment 
communities

 Give preference to applicants that include significant 
participation by M/WBEs (in outreach consortia) and/or 
applications to serve low income communities

 Jobs & standards are key to community demand 
for retrofits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It clear that the legislature intended for there to be other outcomes of this program than simple market expansion and penetration.  Aside from the goals outlined in the legislation, NYSERDA  is directed to solicit CBOs as part of an innovative outreach model to help meet those market goals AND community benefit.Achieving the energy savings and job generation that were promised when we fought to bring GJGNY funding to NYSERDA is making sure that all communities benefit from the creation of this energy efficiency industry in NYS.  We can’t sell people on retrofits if they don’t believe we’ve lived up to that promise.



Debunking the “burden” of 
standards
 Some level of additional paperwork will be 

necessary, but casting them as prohibitive feels 
exaggerated

 Characterization of standards as an impediment to 
industry expansion or is simply flawed logic at 
best, biased at worst.

 Alternatives to standards shouldn’t be an option

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The contracting and hiring standards proposed by the CWF were generated with existing, and emerging home performance contractors of various sizes.  Many of those involved in that discussion to craft the standards are the types of contractors who it has been suggested would be discouraged from participating in GJGNY because of them.  If there are They can’t be burdensome to those who crafted them! Additionally, don’t contractor keep basic HR data like where employees live, any criminal justice history, or aThe fundamental question to be put to the advisory council is “where does the additional labor come from to bring the industry to scale that will advance the public policy goals set forth in the Act?”  With historical black and latino unemployment more than double that of their white counterparts and in Buffalo close to 5 times as high, there is no shortage of labor.  The ensuing burden would be identifying and recruiting this labor pool to enter training.  If one of the purposes of GJGNY is to provide job opportunities, and if what contractors need most is a ready to “get in the game” workforce than institutionalizing contracting and hiring standards is something we should not be in dispute about because it helps ensure the creation of a well trained and certified workforce for contractors.



Setting GJGNY apart
 This is program is not HPwES
 If we are to reach any of the public policy goals set 

out in the legislation, NYSERDA must do several 
things fundamentally differently than it has in the 
past



What happens if we don’t adopt 
standards
 NYSERDA will likely find it difficult to determine 

the impact of WFD efforts across the state 
pursuant to program goals
 NYSERDA’s effort to create employment opportunities 

through the program will be compromised if no 
institutional access create or new labor pool.
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